
 

Welcome to SHAAP’s weekly media monitoring service: 11 November – 18 November 2021 

 

NEWS 

SHAAP and SWF announce renewed partnership 
Scottish Health Action on Alcohol Problems (SHAAP) is delighted to confirm sponsorship of the 

Scottish Women’s Football (SWF) National Performance League for season 21/22 (SHAAP, 18 

November). The partnership was born from the SWF’s desire to create a positive environment for 

girl’s football by refusing alcohol sponsorship. Dr Alastair MacGilchrist, chair of SHAAP, noted that 

the organisation fully supports SWF’s commitment to a healthy lifestyle: “We applaud the stance 

SWF has taken. Sport is part of a healthy lifestyle – and in this case can lead to elite levels of 

performance – so there is no role for what is an intrinsically unhealthy product in the sporting arena. 

Indeed, it is counter-intuitive, yet alcohol sponsorship of our favourite clubs, teams and tournaments 

has sadly become ever-present. We would encourage other sports organisations, clubs and 

tournaments to reject the alcohol industry and promote a healthy lifestyle by finding other sponsors.” 

(SHAAP, 18 November). 

There are currently no legislative restrictions on alcohol sports sponsorship despite evidence of the 

potential harms it can cause. This partnership hopes to inspire and encourage more clubs and 

tournaments to find alternative sponsors. Maree Todd, MSP also pledged her support, explaining: “I 

am determined to cut down on the volume of alcohol marketing that children and young people in 

Scotland see and will publicly consult on potential alcohol marketing restrictions in 2022. I applaud 

Scottish Women’s Football for the stance they have taken and would encourage sports teams and 

organisations to diversify sponsorship away from alcohol brands.” (Scottish Women’s Football, 18 

November). 

To learn more about alcohol and sports, read the most recent report on 'Alcohol marketing during 

the 2020 Six Nations Championship' conducted for SHAAP, the Institute of Alcohol Studies (IAS) and 

Alcohol Action Ireland (AAI) by the Institute for Social Marketing and Health, Faculty of Health 

Sciences and Sport, University of Stirling.  

Scottish Lib Dems call for a 15% increase in MUP 

The Scottish Liberal Democrats have insisted that the Scottish National Party (SNP) has allowed 

inflation to negate the impact of their flagship Minimum Unit Pricing (MUP) policy (The Herald, 15 

November). Following the increase of alcohol deaths during the pandemic, Alex Cole-Hamilton, the 

leader of the Lib Dems, has appealed to the Government to increase MUP to 65 pence, explaining: 

“Alcohol misuse can wreck lives. Even today we are seeing an average of 20 people per week die due 

to alcohol misuse. That's terrible news for individuals, families and communities.” (The Herald, 15 

November). According to a Public Health Scotland report, published in June 2021, 23,685 people 

were admitted to hospital with an alcohol-related diagnosis and 1,020 deaths were “wholly 
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attributable to alcohol” (Public Health Scotland, 17 June). A Scottish Government spokesperson 

confirmed that the Government will continue to review all relevant evidence surrounding MUP. This 

story was covered in The Daily Record.  

The Government launches world-first alcohol tagging for repeat-offenders leaving prison 

Around 12,000 offenders known to reoffend after drinking will now wear an alcohol-monitoring tag 

over the next 3 years, as part of a world-first plan to curb alcohol-fuelled crime in the UK (UK 

Government, 17 November). According to the Government, alcohol plays a part in 39% of violent 

crimes in the UK and 20% of offenders supervised by Probation Services have an alcohol problem. Of 

the new initiative, Deputy Prime Minister, Justice Secretary and Lord Chancellor, Dominic Raab MP 

said: “This innovative technology has been successful in policing community sentences with offenders 

complying over 97 percent of the time. Rolling the tags out further will help cut alcohol-fuelled crime, 

which causes untold misery for victims and lands society with a £21 billion bill each year.” (UK 

Government, 17 November). The new scheme will begin in Wales and will be rolled out in England 

next summer. This story was covered in The Daily Mail, The Daily Post and Politics.co.uk.  

Almost 2,400 pints of alcohol are seized in just one year from a single prison in Surrey 

Staff at HMP Coldingley in Woking, Surrey have discovered nearly 2,400 pints of cell-brewed alcohol 

between May 2020 and last April (The Daily Mail, 14 November).  The alcoholic beverage ‘hooch’, 

which can have an alcohol content as high as 14%, can be brewed by inmates using fruit, water, 

sugar and bread in a plastic bag. According to Cody Lachey, a former inmate and prison 

commentator, explained: “Prisoners can make a huge amount of money by brewing hooch, 

sometimes as much as £50 a bottle. Where you’ve got contraband, you’ve got debt. And when you 

have debt you’ve got fear, intimidation and violence.” (The Daily Mail, 14 November). Alcohol is an 

ongoing major problem in prisons and the number of discoveries in British prisons has risen by 6% 

over the past year, according to the Ministry of Justice (The Daily Mail, 14 November).  

More than €200m per year spent in Ireland to deal with drug and alcohol problems 

A mid-term review of the National Drug Strategy: Reducing Harm, Supporting Recovery and Strategic 

Priorities 2021-2025 revealed the cost of drug and alcohol problems in Ireland (The Times, 18 

November). According to the report, the government is spending more than €200 million per year to 

tackle drugs and alcohol, and productivity losses associated with both problems are estimated to be 

about €61 million per year. The review also looked at the effectiveness of government policy and 

determined that more action needs to be taken to address alcohol harms, recommending the 

implementation of the Public Health Alcohol Act (The Times, 18 November).  

A fifth of drinkers used alcohol to cope with relationship problems in the last 6 months 
Alcohol Change UK is urging people to consider the impact that alcohol has on their relationships, as 

they mark the start of Alcohol Awareness Week (The Express, 15 November). A new poll conducted 

by the charity revealed that, out of 2,000 people, 1 in 3 agreed their relationships were healthier 

when they abstained from drinking alcohol, while 51% of respondents reported having a friend or 

family member with a drinking problem (The Express, 15 November). For more on Alcohol 

Awareness Week, see our views/comments, blogs and listen/watch sections.  

Dan Carden joins AHA to tackle alcohol with hard-hitting tobacco style campaigns 
Liverpool Walton MP Dan Carden, who shared in Parliament his recovery journey from alcohol 

addiction, has joined calls from Professor Sir Ian Gilmore, chair of the Alcohol Health Alliance (AHA) 

UK, for hard-hitting tobacco style campaigns to be rolled out nationally for alcohol (Balance North 

East, 11 November). An in-depth survey conducted in the North East suggests that only 1 in 3 people 

are aware that alcohol causes cancer and that 4 out of 10 are regularly drinking more than the 
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recommended limit of 14 units a week. The campaign, supported by Cancer Research UK and North 

East local authorities, will encourage at-risk drinkers to reduce their consumption and will warn 

people that alcohol can cause 7 types of cancer, including breast, bowel, mouth and throat cancer 

(Balance North East, 11 November).  

NHS Highland raises awareness on the negative impacts of alcohol 
NHS Highland and Highland Alcohol and Drug Partnerships (HADP) have teamed up to raise 

awareness of the ways in which alcohol can affect people’s relationships (NHS Highland, 15 

November). Highlighting the impact of the pandemic on people’s drinking habits, the campaign aims 

to encourage individuals to speak out and to listen about the effects of drinking alcohol, in a bid to 

promote mental and physical wellbeing. Health Improvement Specialist with NHS Highland Eve 

MacLeod noted: “The theme of alcohol and relationships is one that resonates with many people, as 

we know that 1 in 2 people in Scotland are affected by another person’s drinking. For tips on how to 

cut down we recommend that people visit the www.count14.scot website. Cutting down on how 

much we all drink can have lots of benefits to ourselves and those around us.” (NHS Highland, 15 

November).  

Soldier’s death is blamed on military alcohol restrictions 

Corporal Ryan Lovatt died in August 2019 after drunkenly falling from a balcony in Warsaw, while on 

a break from army duties (Wales Online, 14 November). An inquest into his death noted that there 

was a ‘two can rule’ on alcohol during deployment and that morale on the camp was not high. 

Senior Coroner David Salter issued the Ministry of Defence a report to prevent future deaths and 

explained: “It is possible that a restrictive alcohol policy and poor conditions in the base might lead to 

excessive/binge drinking when on a trip such as this one. Rather than tightening the policy, it is 

possible that less restrictive conditions at the base is part of the answer.” (Wales Online, 14 

November). 

Celebrity News 

Giving evidence in front of the Department of Digital, Media, Culture and Sport select committee, 

Azeem Rafiq revealed that a Yorkshire cricket player once pinned him down and forced him to drink 

alcohol (The Mirror, 16 November). The player went on to discuss the pressurising drinking culture 

apparent in the sport and admitted that he drank in order to fit in, which he has since regretted (The 

Mirror, 16 November). Former Everton player Billy Kenny shared how drugs and alcohol ruined his 

fledging football career in the hopes that it would encourage others to seek help before addiction 

gets out of hand (Liverpool Echo, 16 November).  

 

Views & Comments  

It’s time to talk about parliament’s drinking problem 
By Tony Rao. The Independent, 12 November. 
“Making alcohol freely available through a short walk down the corridor attracts cold comfort from a 

public that expects its MPs to uphold standards in public life.” 

Tipsy at 30,000ft? It’s the British way 
By Ed Cumming. The Observer, 14 November. 

“Whatever the sobriety or otherwise of the three MPs in the news last week, a tipple or two at high 

altitude is a national institution.” 
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“I walked through Recovery’s door”: Margaret’s story of fighting drug addiction after 

prison 
By WHO Europe. World Health Organisation, 15 November. 
“Feelings of loneliness and abandonment can overcome a person struggling with addiction in prison. 

Reconnecting people who live in prisons to their families, friends and communities can break barriers 

and save lives. Margaret shares her story of escaping from a cycle of drug addiction that led to 

repeated prison sentences, and reveals how writing poetry helped her to find a new, meaningful life.” 

Watch the video of Margaret’s story here.  

Alcohol Awareness Week reading list 
By The Society for Study of Addiction. SSA, 17 November.  
“The SSA’s reading lists provide a starting point for people interested in a specific area. The following 

features, articles and research papers all come under the umbrella of ‘Alcohol and Relationships’, 

which is the theme for Alcohol Awareness Week 2021.” 

Press release: Is your drinking putting your health and relationships at risk? 
By Alcohol Change UK. Alcohol Change UK, November 2021. 

“A new survey, commissioned by charity Alcohol Change UK, shows around one in five drinkers (22%) 

have drunk to try to cope with relationship problems in the past six months, or because of an 

argument with a family member (20%). A similar proportion of drinkers (19%) have struggled to 

socialise without alcohol.” 

274 Reports But Zero Confirmed Cases: What We Know About 'Needle Spiking' in the UK 

By Sophia Smith Galer. Vice, 16 November. 

“It's been over two months since the first reports of people being spiked via needles in UK clubs first 

emerged, but no cases have so far been officially confirmed.” 

Silence Kills. Why talking about addiction should be ‘the norm’ in workplace conversation 

By Citrus Ornge. Response Source, 16 November. 

“Alcohol, unlike other drugs is legal, socially accepted and widely encouraged. It seems that the 

glamour associated with alcohol overshadows the fact that it continues to be “… the leading risk 

factor for ill health, early mortality and disability and the fifth leading risk factor for ill health across 

all age groups.”” 

The 17 signs you’re a functioning alcoholic – and what to do if you’re worried 
By Vanessa Chalmers. The Sun, 17 November.  

“An alcoholic isn’t always glaringly obvious, and your own habits may even fit the definition. A 

“functioning alcoholic”, in a nutshell, is a person with dangerous drinking behaviour who is still able 

to carry out day-to-day tasks.” 

How to support your sober friend- what not to say 

By Carly Pepperell. Silver Magazine, 15 November. 

“Today marks the beginning of Alcohol Awareness Week. The initiative encourages people to think 

about drinking, includes awareness campaigns, and promotes attitudes towards change. 

We’re encouraged to think about both how alcohol affects our relationships, and what our own 

relationship with alcohol looks like. So how can you support your sober friends, if they decide to take 

the plunge and quit?” 

ICYMI: How can the government reduce alcohol harm in the UK? 

By Prof Sir Ian Gilmore. World Cancer Research Fund, 2 November. 
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“Alcohol causes cancer – but there are 3 clear ways to reduce the harm done by alcohol in the UK.” 

 

Blogs 

Alcohol and Ethnicity reporting- still a long way to go?  

https://shaap.org.uk/blog/352-alcohol-ethnicity-part-1-2021.html 
By Stacey Jennings. In this blog post, Stacey Jennings discusses the need to properly assess and 

address ethnicity in alcohol research, highlighting that we must improve representation of ethnic 

minorities across inclusion, reporting, and analysis. This is part one of two SHAAP blog posts on 

alcohol and ethnicity. Stacey Jennings is a PhD student from Wolfson Institute of Population Health, 

Queen Mary University of London (QMUL). Stacey is working on the Alcohol and Ethnicity study as 

part of her PhD (www.alcoholandethnicity.com). 
(Scottish Health Action on Alcohol Problems, 12 November) 

What is the impact of alcohol misuse on a family?  

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/blog/2021/what-is-the-impact-of-alcohol-misuse-on-a-

family 
By Ruth Spencer. In this blog, Ruth, Area Manager at Aquarius, talks about the impact of heavy 

drinking on families. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

Time for fathers to lead the way in changing attitudes to drinking within the Punjabi 

community  
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/blog/2021/time-for-fathers-to-lead-the-way-in-changing-attitudes-

to-drinking-within-the-punjabi-community 

By Professor Sarah Galvani. Drinking alcohol within the Punjabi culture is embedded in history and 

passed down through generations. But increasingly, evidence suggests that cultural attitudes around 

drinking need to change as the number of people dying from liver disease is increasing. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

Working together to support Punjabi and Sikh children affected by their parent’s drinking  
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/working-together-to-support-punjabi-and-sikh-children-

affected-by-their-parents-drinking 

By Jaz Rai and Piers Henriques. In this special article for Alcohol Awareness Week, Jaz Rai from the 

Sikh Recovery Network and Piers Henriques from Nacoa UK outline why they are collaborating to 

widen access to support services. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

A sporting chance for alcohol control in Ireland?  
https://ahauk.org/a-sporting-chance-for-alcohol-control-in-ireland/ 

By Dr Sheila Gilheany. On 12 November 2021, Ireland introduced some restrictions on alcohol and 

sports marketing. In this blog, Dr Sheila Gilheany, CEO of Alcohol Action Ireland, takes a closer look 

at what these changes mean and how a public health approach to alcohol policy makes a difference. 

(Alcohol Health Alliance, 12 November) 

Putting safety first  
https://www.ias.org.uk/2021/11/17/putting-safety-first/ 

By Tim Rogers. The Police Federation’s Tim Rogers questions why England and Wales have the 
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highest drink drive limits in Europe and calls on the Government to end this anomaly. 

(Institute of Alcohol Studies, 17 November) 

What to do when you are worried about your child’s drinking  
https://ahauk.org/what-to-do-when-you-are-worried-about-your-childs-drinking/ 

By Ruth Spencer. It can be difficult to know what to do if you discover your son or daughter is 

drinking alcohol underage – especially in large quantities. In this blog Ruth Spencer, Area Manager 

for Aquarius, a charity which provides specialist services to young people who use alcohol and other 

drugs, offers some top tips for how to approach your child if you are worried about their drinking. 

(Alcohol Health Alliance, 17 November) 

Rebuilding relationships damaged by alcohol  

https://ahauk.org/rebuilding-relationships-damaged-by-alcohol/ 
By Susan Laurie. Rebuilding relationships damaged by alcohol addiction can be difficult. In this blog, 

Susan Laurie, who has been in recovery for seven years, shares her top tips for repairing 

relationships with those you love. 

(Alcohol Health Alliance, 16 November) 

Alcohol Awareness Week 2021: ‘Alcohol and Relationships’  
https://www.addiction-ssa.org/alcohol-awareness-week-2021-alcohol-and-relationships/ 

By Natalie Davies. Alcohol Awareness Week is upon us – a week of “awareness-raising, campaigning 

for change, and more”, co-ordinated by Alcohol Change UK. The SSA will be participating with 

various blogs centred on this year’s theme: ‘alcohol and relationships’. 

(Society for the Study of Addiction, 15 November) 

The Concepts of Psychological Dependence and Physical Dependence Are Being Lost 

https://recoveryreview.blog/2021/11/17/the-concepts-of-psychological-dependence-and-

physical-dependence-are-being-lost/ 

By Brian Coon. I have been thinking about “psychological dependence” and “physical dependence” a 

lot lately. It seems to me our field is losing these concepts. 

(Recovery Review, 17 November) 

It Is Painfully Obvious That Discrimination Remains Our Greatest Challenge  

https://recoveryreview.blog/2021/11/16/it-is-painfully-obvious-that-discrimination-remains-our-

greatest-challenge/ 

By Bill Stauffer. Painfully Obvious was the propaganda campaign that Purdue Pharma deployed to 

teach school children in America that addicted people are bad people. What is also painfully obvious 

is it is far too easy to influence Americans discriminatory and stigmatizing ideas that affirm existing 

biases. 

(Recovery Review, 16 November) 

Stuart’s story: “I knew that if I didn't try to get some sort of help, I'd drink myself to 

death”  

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/stuarts-story-i-knew-that-if-i-didnt-try-get-some-sort-

of-help-id-drink-myself-to-death 
Previously I'd not really gone public about my alcohol issues and why I've decided to go sober, but I 

thought if someone can relate with what I've been through, my story might help them. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 
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Lucy’s story: “I’ve realised I can’t ‘fix’ my mum”  

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/lucys-story-ive-realised-i-cant-fix-my-mum 
My mum is kind, caring, funny, a little shy and the most supportive mum you could wish for. But 

around 22 years ago, she developed a problematic relationship with alcohol, relying on it more and 

more to get through her days and to cope with the events of her past. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

Shaena’s story: “Don’t your parents mind that you drink? Mine would kill me if they saw 

me drinking.”  

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/shaenas-story-dont-your-parents-mind-that-you-

drink-mine-would-kill-me-if-they-saw-me-drinking-2 
In this blog, Shaena shares her experiences of being an Indian woman who drank too much, and how 

her family helped her make a change. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

Laurie’s story: Alcohol, my relationships and me  

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/lauries-story-alcohol-my-relationships-and-me 
I started Dry January in 2021 and haven’t drank alcohol since. Before that, my relationship with 

myself whilst drinking was a tough one. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

Julian’s story: It's important for me to keep in mind that alcohol misuse is on a spectrum.  

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/julians-story-as-a-recovery-worker-it-is-important-

for-me-to-keep-in-mind-that-alcohol-misuse-is-on-a-spectrum 
I am an NHS recovery worker, based in a public prison in England. Each day I work to help the men in 

my care to better understand the truth of their relationship with alcohol and other mind and mood-

altering substances. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

Emma’s story: “I miss my sister every single day”  

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/emmas-story-i-miss-my-sister-every-single-day 
Emma shares her experience of losing her sister in the hope that it helps others feel less alone. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

Trevor's story: "It is so liberating being alcohol-free"  
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/trevors-story-it-is-so-liberating-being-alcohol-free 

Teacher, author and West Ham fan, Trevor Twohig is one of Alcohol Change UK’s Community 

Champions - here, he tells us a bit about his experiences and why he decided to volunteer. 

(Alcohol Change UK, November 2021) 

 

Watch/Listen  

Awareness Week on Alcohol Related Harm 
The Aim of the Week is to raise Awareness among EU Policy Makers of the Harms caused by Alcohol 

and the Need for an Integrated Approach to tackle them. http://www.awarh.eu 

Alcohol & Cancer Webinar (73 min, video)  

Alcohol and Covid-19 (85 min, video) 

Alcohol and Health Policies in Europe and UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (67 min, video) 

https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/lucys-story-ive-realised-i-cant-fix-my-mum
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/shaenas-story-dont-your-parents-mind-that-you-drink-mine-would-kill-me-if-they-saw-me-drinking-2
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/shaenas-story-dont-your-parents-mind-that-you-drink-mine-would-kill-me-if-they-saw-me-drinking-2
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/lauries-story-alcohol-my-relationships-and-me
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/julians-story-as-a-recovery-worker-it-is-important-for-me-to-keep-in-mind-that-alcohol-misuse-is-on-a-spectrum
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/julians-story-as-a-recovery-worker-it-is-important-for-me-to-keep-in-mind-that-alcohol-misuse-is-on-a-spectrum
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/emmas-story-i-miss-my-sister-every-single-day
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/story/trevors-story-it-is-so-liberating-being-alcohol-free
http://www.awarh.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lo9ioXHS_do
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uef27-RzjJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3k2xh9ZvQmA


Space Invaders : Young people's views about alcohol digital marketing – WHO Europe 

Four young people from different countries in the WHO European Region discuss their experience 

with alcohol marketing on their smartphones and computers. They suggest actions that could be 

taken to protect children and young people from exposure to online alcohol advertising.  Exposure 

to alcohol marketing normalises alcohol consumption and can lead to early alcohol use and risky 

drinking behaviours, especially among young people (5 min, video).  

#AWARH21 Drink-driving #SAFER- WHO Europe  

Did you know that someone is injured in a drink driving incident every 120 seconds? It is time to 

enforce drink driving countermeasures. How? Watch the 2nd video of our series on alcohol related 

harm to learn more (1 min, video)! 

Maternal Drinking – Say Why to Drugs 
Say Why to Drugs is back, as Suzi emerges bleary eyed from the first year of being a mum, what 

better time to talk about alcohol use and motherhood? Well, it's even better than that as it's Baby 

Week AND alcohol awareness week from 15th November. Suzi is joined by Abi Rose and Leila 

Goodman to talk about alcohol use in mums, the evidence and our own experiences. Why it might 

be appealing, what the risks are, why it's hard to do research in this area (44 min, audio).  

Sobering thoughts: Dispelling the myth of a functioning alcoholic – Sky News Daily Podcats 

2020 saw a record number of alcohol-related deaths in England and Wales but has the COVID 

pandemic changed relationships with booze? On the Sky News Daily podcast with Dermot 

Murnaghan, Anne and Chris share their experiences with addiction, and Chris Love from Help Me 

Stop tells us about the benefits of 'dayhab' (21 min, audio).  

What's your relationship with alcohol? - Kinder Stronger Better 

The theme of Alcohol Awareness Week this year is 'Alcohol and Relationships'. People who abuse 

others in relationships can often start out as being very charming or fun. Alcohol can be the same. 

What's your relationship with alcohol? LGBTQI people are more likely to drink and drink excessively 

than the rest of the population due to stress caused by homo/bi/transphobia. Let's be 

#KinderStrongerBetter to ourselves and each other (2 min, video).  

Alcohol and relationships - a conversation with Emma and Dave – Alcohol Change UK 

It's Alcohol Awareness Week, on the theme of 'Alcohol and relationships'. We spoke to Emma and 

Dave about the impact Dave's drinking had on their relationship and family life, and how things 

changed when he went alcohol-free (7 min, video). 

Lockdown Drinking Habits - EU Alcohol Awareness Week 

Today we are marking Alcohol Awareness Week by hearing from health experts and addiction 

support services about the campaign. Newstalk reporter Josh Crosbie has been examining the aim of 

the EU initiative, and has been taking a look at drinking culture in Ireland (10 min, audio).  

Shrewsbury family highlight danger of alcoholism in short film – BBC 
The family of a man from Shrewsbury, who died in 2013 from alcohol abuse, have released an 

emotional documentary to highlight the dangers of the addiction. Tom Maybury died aged 29 and 

his mum, Sally, and her youngest son Henry have been campaigning across the country to raise 

awareness about the dangers of alcohol. They have screened their short film titled Wish You Could 

Have Stayed and spoken about the loss of Tom in schools, rehab facilities and prisons in the hope of 

helping others (1 min, video).  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-kkOd4g8eM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QsUVOzFx8ig
https://play.acast.com/s/saywhytodrugs/maternal-drinking
https://news.sky.com/story/sobering-thoughts-dispelling-the-myth-of-a-functioning-alcoholic-12470246
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmLXjQnLufM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30CmdIqG2BQ
https://www.newstalk.com/podcasts/highlights-from-the-pat-kenny-show/lockdown-drinking-habits-eu-alcohol-awareness-week
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-england-shropshire-59299021


 

Research 

 

Alcohol is still seen as a social lubricant by prospective university students  
Research funded by Liverpool John Moores University has investigated prospective university 

students’ preconceptions of alcohol’s role in university settings 

(doi:10.1080/10826084.2021.2002902). The study involved focus groups of forty-six 16–20-year-olds 

in the North West of England. The results highlighted that “Alcohol was viewed by new students as a 

social lubricant which is key to accruing social capital” and revealed that the preconceptions of 

prospective university students surrounding alcohol influence drinking behaviour. The study 

highlights that breaking down these norms presents challenges for those seeking to address cultures 

of heavy drinking at universities and calls for early intervention to modify perceptions of alcohol and 

reduce the pressure and expectation to drink alcohol before students arrive on campus 

(doi:10.1080/10826084.2021.2002902). 

Children with problem drinking parents in Sweden are at greater risk of poor general and 

psychosomatic health  
Mats Ramstedt et al. have estimated the prevalence of adolescents with problem drinking parents in 

Sweden and the implicit impacts upon the risk of poor physical and mental health, social relations 

and problems at school (doi: 10.1111/dar.13406). The study found that 13.1% of their sample had at 

least one problem drinking parent. This group of children was more likely to use medication for 

depression, sleeping difficulties and anxiety and was also found to be more likely to encounter 

problems at school. The study notes “the risk of problems related to parental drinking goes beyond 

the most severe cases where parents have been in treatment for their alcohol problem” whilst 

reinforcing that the “majority of problem drinkers never seek treatment” (doi: 10.1111/dar.13406). 

A study on Deaths from ‘diseases of despair’ in Britain identifies effects have been 

greatest in Scotland    
New research published in the Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health has examined mortality 

and population data from 1981-2017 across Scotland, England and Wales (doi: 10.1136/jech-2020-

216220). Drug-related and alcohol-related deaths were demonstrably higher in Scotland and 

increased dramatically between the start of the 1990s and early 2000s. For alcohol-related causes, 

the peak age at death was identified as 60–64 years, with the earlier year of birth cohorts (1935–

1944, 1945–1954, 1955–1964) displaying the highest rates of death. The project concluded that “The 

overall similarities suggest common underlying influences across Britain; however, their effects have 

been greatest in Scotland, confirming greater vulnerability among that population” (doi: 

10.1136/jech-2020-216220).   

ICYMI: Computer-driven intervention effectively screening and referring patients for 

problem drinking 

A recent study has explored “computer-driven, avatar-based intervention designed to screen for 

alcohol use disorder” (doi: 10.1007/s11606-021-06945-9). The randomized trial with 192 

participants receiving care in one of three US Veteran’s Health Administration primary care clinics 

found participants in the relational agent groups were more likely to receive a brief intervention 

about their drinking and get referred to treatment. Whilst each group studied (‘relational agent + 

treatment as usual’ or ‘treatment as usual only’) saw similar reductions in alcohol use, “the 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10826084.2021.2002902
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10826084.2021.2002902
https://doi.org/10.1111/dar.13406
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/dar.13406
https://jech.bmj.com/content/75/12/1195
https://jech.bmj.com/content/75/12/1195
https://jech.bmj.com/content/75/12/1195
https://jech.bmj.com/content/75/12/1195
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8212899/


relational agent intervention was much more effective at intervening when problem drinking was 

detected and referring patients to treatment” (doi: 10.1007/s11606-021-06945-9).  

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8212899/

